Headquarters of Commander-in-Chief at Kovno
Further, it is not easy to make up one's mind to transfer reserves before the direction of the attack is known with certainty, and yet it has to be done, or they will arrive too late. Nor is it easy to expect the subordinate Commands to give up their reserves, when they themselves anticipate attack. But the cordial relations which existed between Lieut.-Colonel Hoffmann and myself and the various army commanders enabled us to settle these serious problems without friction, to the general benefit of the army. At the beginning of April things quietened down.
On April 28th, in a vigorous operation, carefully prepared by powerful artillery, the loth Army recaptured the lost ground between Lake Narotch and Lake Vischniev. It was the first engagement.on the Eastern Front in which we employed the artillery methods which had now become customary in the West. The result was good.
We reckoned on a continuation of the great Russian offensive. The armies were organized accordingly and reserves held in readiness. By order of G.ELQ. certain German divisions with the Austro-Hungarian Army were sent to us. Later in May fresh attacks from the Riga bridge-head and the region of Smorgon seemed imminent. We took -measures accordingly, and even contemplated an offensive of our own. But with the inadequate forces at our disposal, this offensive could only be a local one at Riga, with the objeet^of removing that very inconvenient bridge-head.
At the end of May His Majesty visited us. The Kaiser went over the whole of the area under the Commander-in-Chief in the East. The Field-Marshal and I accompanied him. We also went to Mitau. I shall never forget how German everything seemed there. Everyone who went for the first time to these Baltic provinces had the same feeling, that here was a piece of their own native soil.
At the beginning of June we celebrated the victory of our Fleet in the Skager Rack battle, another of those great achievements in the war which influenced the attitude of the neutral States. But our rejoicings were damped by our losses, which turned out to be heavier than at first reported.
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